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Abstract

In this report, we first discuss the modeling context that is suitable for the multi-attribute negotiations in the Navy detailing process. Then, we present the model based on a novel negotiation protocol for automated multi-attribute negotiations. The negotiation algorithm, negotiation strategies and the mediator’s problem are included in this model. Based on the discussions in this report, we conclude that our model is distributed, Pareto-efficient and tractable.
1 Introduction

Multi-attribute negotiation is a negotiation that involves multiple issues that need to be negotiated simultaneously. Usually it is characterized by two agents who have common interests as well as conflicts on the issues and want to seek an agreement about how to divide the total payoffs.

Multi-attribute negotiation is a useful mechanism in real life, not only because there are situations where people must deal with multiple issues simultaneously, such as an item-fixed supply contract on quantities, price and time, but also because people often are willing to introduce additional issues into their negotiations. A direct reason that people prefer to negotiate multiple issues simultaneously is that both sides can achieve benefits through the multi-attribute negotiations. For example, when selling automobiles agents usually want to add insurance, warranty and etc. into the contract rather than the single price of the automobile. This is because by having some discount on the insurance and warranty, buyers may accept the automobile price. On the other hand, buyers also find it to their interest to negotiate such a package because the price of buying insurance individually may be much higher. Such situations are normally called “Win-Win” situations.

Multi-attribute negotiations are very important for the Navy detailing process [1]. Most of the contracts between commands and sailors must include multiple issues, such as payment rate, projected rotation date, length of service, training, etc. In such situations, commands and sailors negotiate and reach agreement on all those issues. However, by negotiating multiple issues, commands and sailors can also be better off for the following reasons: As commands and sailors may have different preferences on issues, multi-attribute negotiations can enlarge the agreement zone, by trading-off on different issues. Thus, multi-attribute negotiations can increase the chance to reach good agreements. In addition, since commands and sailors may have different preferences in multi-attribute negotiations, they also may achieve agreement of high utility by trading of concessions on less important attributes for gains in more important attributes. We know these benefits are not available in a single-attribute negotiation because it is a “Win-Lose” situation [1] [2].
However, it is not trivial to implement multi-attribute negotiations and realize the benefits, because a multi-attribute negotiation is much more complex than a single-attribute negotiation [1]. In [1] we see there exist some multi-attribute negotiation models. However, these models are not practical in real-world applications like the Navy detailing process because most of them make strict assumptions, for example, complete information, explicit and linear additive utility functions, and independent reservation price on each issue. Although these assumptions can simplify a multi-attribute negotiation problem, they are not realistic in most real-world application domains. Thus, in this report we need to develop a novel model for multi-attribute negotiations based on the following principles:

- **Fidelity**: The model should reflect most of the main features and concerns of multi-attribute negotiations in the Navy detailing process.
- **Tractability**: The model should incorporate assumptions that make the quantitative description and analysis tractable without sacrificing the fidelity of the model.
- **Generality**: The model should be general. It also can be applied to other real-world applications besides the Navy detailing process, as long as the assumptions can be satisfied.

When building a model which is capable of flexible and sophisticated multi-attribute negotiations in realistic situations such as the Navy detailing process, the first thing that must be considered is the modeling context. By modeling context, we mean the characteristics of the environment in which the negotiations arise. Generally, the modeling context can include: assumptions about information, agents’ preferences and utility functions, the relationship between agents, and the availability of intermediaries. The modeling context can impact the characteristics and the applicability of a model.

For multi-attribute negotiations, normally we can divide the modeling context by information setting and whether agents’ utility functions are known. Thus, there can be four types of modeling contexts for multi-attribute negotiations: (i) complete information & utility function known; (ii) incomplete information & utility function known; (iii) complete information & utility function unknown; and (iv) incomplete information & utility function unknown. By complete or incomplete information, we mean whether
agents can have private information on their preferences, utility functions and negotiation strategies. By utility function known or unknown, we mean whether agents have explicit utility functions that represent their preferences on the issues. In particular, the situation that “utility function is unknown” is that agents don’t have explicit mathematical functions that express their preferences on the \( n \)-dimensional negotiation space, although they could tell their preferences on some given points in that space. In this report, we concentrate on the context of the fourth type with incomplete information & utility function unknown. We know this context is the one closest to realistic situations and the one where there is hardly any research work to date.

A model for automated multi-attribute negotiations, needs to include negotiation protocol, negotiation algorithm and negotiation strategies. To this end, the model presented in this report defines a novel negotiation protocol for multi-attribute negotiations and specifies the key structures and processes involved in this endeavor. We present a formal algorithm and heuristic strategies for agents, which can be implemented in realistic situations. The main contributions of this model are: (i) it is shaped by practical considerations as well as strictly theoretical insights; (ii) it defines a novel protocol for multi-attribute negotiations; (iii) it presents a formal algorithm and heuristic negotiation strategies, and (iv) it can be implemented in realistic situations. We say the model we propose is distributed, tractable, effective and efficient\(^2\).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we first discuss the modeling context of our research, and then we present the formal model for the Navy detailing process. Section 3 gives the conclusions and discusses on future work.

2 The model

2.1 The modeling context

The goal of this report is to build a distributed, tractable, effective and efficient model for multi-attribute negotiations so that it can be applied in the Navy detailing process, as well

\(^2\) By “distributed”, we mean the model considers agents as self-interested players and agents make their decisions by themselves in the negotiation. By “tractable and effective”, we mean the model can work under realistic environments and converges to an outcome for a multi-attribute negotiation problem effectively, no matter whether there is an agreement zone or not. By “efficient”, we mean our model will reach a Pareto-efficient agreement if there is an agreement zone for the multi-attribute negotiation problem.
as other real-world applications. In the Navy detailing process, we know commands and sailors usually don’t have explicit utility functions that can represent their preferences on the whole negotiation space and the information setting in their negotiations is incomplete. So we say the modeling context we consider where information is incomplete and utility functions unknown fits well with the real situations in the Navy detailing process.

We briefly mention related work in simpler negotiation contexts. The simplest context for multi-attribute negotiations is the one with complete information and in which agents’ utility functions are known. For this context, as agents know the utility functions (mathematical expressions) of each other, it is not hard to compute the Pareto-optimal frontier of their negotiation. So, rational agents can reach agreement on this frontier by Nash axioms or Rubinstein’s alternating-offer game [4] [5] [7]. For the context where information is incomplete but utility functions are known, which means agents know their own indifference curves and their conceding directions on the negotiation space, agents may apply heuristic methods to negotiate, for instance, agents propose their indifference curves to the opponent by time-dependent strategy during each period. Another context besides ours is the one with complete information but utility functions are unknown. Although this context is close to our modeling context, it is still much simpler but less practical. First, because of the assumption of complete information, agents know the opponent’s preference although they have no explicit utility functions. So the only obstacle left is how to find the Pareto-frontier without knowledge of utility functions. Ehtamo's methodology [15] [16] can work in this context. Second, the work in this context is not practical because complete information is not common in real-world negotiations. By contrast, in our modeling context, an agent can have private information so that she can play any rational strategy that is beneficial for herself to compete with her opponent without letting her opponent know how much she already conceded and how much she still can concede.

We, however, need some reasonable assumptions to make our model tractable:

Assumption1: We assume the preference of each agent is quasi-concave. For any solution $x$, if the set of solutions that an agent prefers to $x$ is convex, then the preference of this

---

3 An indifference curve is the one on which all the points are indifferent for an agent.
agent is quasi-concave (see Figure 1). It implies if there exist solutions that are better than \( x \), then any convex combination (1-sum weight linear combination, e.g. \( \lambda_1 x_1 + \lambda_2 x_2 \), where \( \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 = 1 \) and \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \geq 0 \)) of these solutions is still better than \( x \). For example, if \( x' \) and \( x'' \) in Figure 1 are better than \( x \) for agent1, then any solution on the line connecting \( x' \) and \( x'' \) is also better than \( x \). This assumption is reasonable in realistic situations and fits people’s preference well. In contrast, most of the existing research on multi-attribute negotiations assumes agents have linear and additive utility functions, which is a much stricter assumption. The benefit of this “quasi-concave” assumption is that it implies the indifference curves\(^4\) of agents are one-peak so that each Pareto-efficient solution of a multi-attribute negotiation is on a joint tangent hyperplane of a pair of indifference curves of the two agents, and this hyperplane goes through this solution point. For instance, \( Y \) is on the joint tangent \( L_1 \) of the indifference curves \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), which is a Pareto-optimal solution of the negotiation represented in Figure 1, and \( L_1 \) crosses \( Y \).

**Assumption2**: We assume agents know their most preferred points on the feasible solution space. This assumption is reasonable even for a multi-attribute negotiation. For example, the dashed rectangle \( Z \) in Figure 2 is the feasible (negotiable) negotiation space. In this space, it is reasonable to assume \( N1 \) (say a command) knows that her most preferred

\(^4\) Although in our context agents’ don’t know their utility functions explicitly, the indifferent curves and conceding directions of their preferences do exist on the negotiation space.
point is “x”, and the most preferred point is “y” for N2 (say a sailor). Besides, we assume
agents have enough computation/reasoning capacity such that they can tell their
preferences on a given set of points on the negotiation space.

Assumption 3: We assume a non-biased mediator is available. This assumption is also
reasonable in the Navy detailing process since we know the detailer is playing such a role
in the current system. In our model, the mediator’s responsibility is to help two agents
maintain a Pareto-optimal solution.

2.2 The protocol of the model

Since in our context agents don’t have explicit utility functions and the information
setting is incomplete, it is intractable to compute the whole Pareto-frontier of a multi-
attribute negotiation problem. Besides, the existing methods to compute the Pareto-
optimal frontier usually assume agents cooperate with each other and don’t consider
agents’ rationality [15] [16]. Thus, we say these methods are not directly practical in our
context where agents are assumed to be self-interested players. Furthermore, the existing
models such as [17] [19] [20] [21] for multi-attribute negotiations that we introduce in
our literature review are also intractable in this context, because the protocols they apply usually need to search the whole negotiation space and reason on the opponent’s preference, which can lead to a very heavy burden of computation and reasoning. Those models don’t work well for an additional reason. They need the assumption of explicit utility functions. However, it is well known that preference elicitation is a time consuming process (or even intractable in some situations) [1]. In addition, inefficiency is another problem of most existing models as they seldom consider Pareto-efficiency of the negotiation result.

Faced with such problems, we design a model with a novel negotiation protocol. The protocol is explained as follows (via figures):

We assume agents know the most preferred points on the negotiation space. Therefore we can connect these two global optimal points “x” and “y” by a line $L_1$ (see Figure 2). Then the first mover, say $N1$, makes the first proposal—a reference point “m” on $L_1$ by her negotiation strategy (“m” should be a satisfying point for $N1$ because in this protocol it doesn’t prohibit the responder from accepting “m” as the agreement of the negotiation.). Receiving $N1$’s proposal, $N2$ can accept this reference point “m” or reject it by her own negotiation strategy. If $N2$ accepts it, then the mediator works with $N1$ and $N2$ together to find the Pareto-optimal solution based on this reference point. When they reach a Pareto-optimal solution, say “n”, $N2$ still can reject this solution but $N1$ can’t because it is $N1$ who made this proposal. (Actually, for both agents, the Pareto-optimal solution can not be worse than the reference point based on which it is reached, because in the searching procedure agents can always compare the candidate with this reference point. So if the candidate is worse than the reference point, they won’t accept it.) So if $N2$ accepts “n” as the solution of the negotiation, then the negotiation ends with this outcome, and we say that this outcome is confirmed by both sides based on their own negotiation strategies. Thus, it is a decentralized solution. Moreover, the solution arrived at in this way is Pareto-optimal. If $N2$ rejects “m” or “n”, then it is the turn of $N2$ to propose an alternate offer—another reference point. (In the scope of this discussion, we assume that the searching cost is negligible. But we need to mention that in the situations where time is very valuable and the searching cost for agents to find a Pareto-optimal point is not negligible, agents also may accept the reference point at once as the outcome of the
negotiation. In such situations, the outcome may not be Pareto-optimal. However, we will show the effectiveness of our protocol, and in addition, we also will show that this protocol can make the reference point closer and closer to a Pareto-optimal point. Thus, even when the time is very valuable, the final reference point can be close to a Pareto-optimal point. This argument will be verified by simulations in the future.)

Subsequently, “n” and “y” are connected by a line $L_2$. Then $N2$ can make a proposal—a reference point on $L_2$ to $NI$ and the mediator, for example, “p” in Figure 3. Assume $NI$ accepts this reference point “p”. Then the mediator works with $NI$ and $N2$, and reaches a Pareto-optimal solution “q”. If $NI$ rejects this solution, then it is again $NI$’s turn to make a proposal.

Now “n” and “q” are connected by line $L_3$, and $NI$ makes a proposal on $L_3$ (see Figure 4). They repeat this procedure till they reach an agreement or the negotiation breaks down. We call the line $L_1, L_2, \ldots, L_i$ etc. as the negotiation base line.

For rational agents whose goal is to maximize their own utility, they should not leave extra money on the table. Thus, if a negotiation model is said to be efficient, it should be
a model based on which rational agents can reach Pareto-optimal agreements if there exists an agreement zone. In the above protocol, agents first propose reference points to each other, and then if a reference point is accepted, they will work together to search a Pareto-optimal point based on this reference point. The procedure ends only if a Pareto-optimal agreement is reached or the negotiation breaks down. Thus, the goal of this protocol determines that the outcome of our model is Pareto-optimal.

Next, in this protocol, agents make decisions by themselves. First, the reference point they propose is generated based on their own utility considerations. They will not propose a point they are not satisfied with, because by proposing a reference point, the agent must confirm no matter if the opponent accepts the Pareto-optimal point reached based on this reference point or the reference point itself (in the special cases where time is valuable) as the outcome of the negotiation. To propose an unsatisfying reference point is not beneficial for agents. Second, to accept a reference point or a Pareto-optimal solution is also decided by agents themselves. For example, agents can reject any reference point and Pareto-optimal solution if they are not satisfied with them. Third, agents reach the decision independently whether to cooperate with the opponent. Because the outcome of
the procedure to search a Pareto-optimal solution is no worse than the reference point, it is always beneficial for the proposer to cooperate with her opponent. On the other hand, as in this protocol the responder still can reject the Pareto-optimal solution reached by their cooperation, it is no harmful for the responder to cooperate (assuming time is not very valuable). So the decisions on the cooperation are reached by their own utility considerations. Hence, this protocol is distributed.

Tractability and effectiveness are other two important issues for multi-attribute negotiations. A multi-attribute negotiation is much harder than a single-attribute negotiation because the negotiation space of a multi-attribute negotiation is \( n \)-dimensional. As a result, people faced with a multi-attribute negotiation problem usually don’t know how to negotiate, which offer to propose, which offer to accept, which direction to concede, how much to concede, etc. Many researchers have proposed various searching methods such as [19] [20] [21] to negotiate multiple issues. But the problem of those methods is that the computation is complex and they are not tractable in real situations. We know most points on the negotiation space are not candidates for the negotiation outcome, or a set of indifferent points on the space can be represented by one point. In other words, it is not necessary to search the whole negotiation space. In the above protocol, a novel idea we have proposed is to reduce an \( n \)-dimensional negotiation to a single-line negotiation, where agents propose offers based on some negotiation base lines. The trick of this reduction is that it doesn’t change the solution region (the set of Pareto-optimal solutions) of the negotiation problem, because the only candidates for the outcome of the negotiation are Pareto-optimal points and this protocol doesn’t lose any Pareto-optimal point. Faced with the new problem, it is not hard any longer for agents (even for person negotiator) to decide how much to propose or how much to concede since the decision space becomes a line. Now the remaining issue for the protocol is how to tractably and effectively search Pareto-optimal solutions.

It is still not trivial to reach a Pareto-optimal solution in a multi-attribute negotiation even by the decomposition above. In [1], we introduced three existing methods which consider Pareto-efficiency in multi-attribute negotiations. They are Nash solution, Ehtamo’s constraint proposal method and Faratin’s similarity criteria method. For Nash solution [4] [5], we know it needs the assumptions of cooperation, complete information and explicit
utility functions. So it is not practical in our context. For Faratin’s method [19], although the trading-off mechanism based on similarity criteria can improve the speed of convergence in a multi-attribute negotiation, Pareto-efficiency can not be necessarily maintained. That mechanism of agents making most similar offers to the opponent’s previous offer may not necessarily lead to a solution that is on a joint tangent hyperplane of a pair of indifference curves of the two agents. The solution can be much worse than a Pareto-optimal solution. The problem for Ehtamo’s method [15] [16] is that it doesn’t consider agents as self-interested rational agents, so it is still a centralized method. Besides, the burden of computation is high in Ehtamo’s method as it needs to do iterations in every period in order to find the Pareto-frontier. However, Ehtamo’s method is the one that can maintain Pareto-efficiency in most of cases.

Thus, in our protocol we apply the idea of Ehtamo’s method to maintain Pareto-efficiency. However, as discussed above, agents in the protocol propose and accept reference points by themselves. By doing so, it is ensured that the negotiation problem is a decentralized problem, in contrast to the centralized protocol of Ehtamo’s, where the mediator chooses all reference points. What is more, in the protocol that an agent can reject reference points by her own negotiation strategy makes it not necessary to search Pareto-optimal solutions in all periods. This avoids doing iterations all the time and saves computational cost. Furthermore, the most important in our protocol is that we update the negotiation base line each time when a Pareto-optimal solution is found. This mechanism can make the negotiation base line closer and closer to the Pareto-frontier (see Figure 5). This mechanism can accelerate the speed to converge to the result of the negotiation because it eliminates all the candidates that are worse than the current Pareto-optimal point for the opponent. We can imagine that if the opponent rejects the current Pareto-optimal point, she surely will reject the points worse than this point (An assumption here is that agents are rational and will not accept the offers which she ever rejected). Thus, it is not necessary to reach those points any longer. Another point of this mechanism is that it may improve the speed to find a Pareto-optimal point since the reference point is approaching to the Pareto-frontier during the procedure (This property will be rigorously verified by simulations). Besides, the property that the reference point turns to be closer and closer to a Pareto-optimal point can help to improve the efficiency of the outcome in
the situations where time is very valuable. Hence, this protocol improves Ehtamo’s method and it behaves as a distributed, tractable, and effective method.

2.3 Negotiation algorithm

Thus, we can design a formal algorithm based on the protocol as follows:

**Step1**: The proposer in current period makes a proposal—a reference point on the current negotiation base line to the opponent and mediator by her negotiation strategy.

**Step2**: The responder makes her decision to accept/reject this reference point by her negotiation strategy. If the responder rejects it and the negotiation deadline is reached, then the algorithm ends with negotiation breakdown; otherwise, the two agents interchange their roles and the algorithm goes back to **step1**. If the responder accepts this reference point then the algorithm goes to **step3**.

**Step3**: The mediator works with the two agents to find the Pareto-optimal solution based on the reference point in **step2**. The algorithm goes to **step4** when the solution is reached.
**Step 4:** The responder makes her decision whether to accept/reject the Pareto-optimal solution found in **step 3** by her negotiation strategy. If she accepts it then the algorithm ends with this solution; else if she rejects it but the deadline is reached, the algorithm also ends with the breakdown of the negotiation; otherwise, the two agents interchange their roles, and the algorithm updates the negotiation base line by connecting the current Pareto-optimal solution and the previous one (at the beginning, the previous one might be the global optimal point of an agent), and then the algorithm goes back to **step 1**.

### 2.4 Negotiation strategy

The last two issues that need to be considered in our model are the negotiation strategies for the agents and the mediator’s problem. Faced with such a complex context, we propose to consider appropriate heuristic strategies for agents in this model. There could be several suitable heuristics. We mention three as follows:

#### Heuristic 1: time-dependent strategy

As agents might know their global optimal point and global worst point on the given negotiation space, it is reasonable to assume the corresponding utility range of agents is [0,1] with the bounds representing the global worst and global optimal points. So suppose \( x_w \) and \( x_o \) are the global worst and optimal points for \( N_1 \), and \( y_w \) and \( y_o \) are the global worst and optimal points for \( N_2 \) in the previous example. Then we have \( U_1(x_w)=0 \) and \( U_1(x_o)=1 \), and \( U_2(y_w)=0 \) and \( U_2(y_o)=1 \), where \( U_1(\cdot) \) and \( U_2(\cdot) \) are the utility functions for agents \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \).

The agents can apply time-dependent strategy as equation 1:

\[
U_i(t) = 1 - \left(\frac{t}{T}\right)^{1/\beta_i}
\]

(1)

to decide how much utility to concede in each period, where \( T \) is the deadline, \( t \) is the current period and \( \beta_i \) is the strategy parameter of agent \( i \). An agent can find the point on the current negotiation base line using her preference, which coincides with \( U_i(t) \) in equation 1.

\[
x_i = U_i^{-1}(t)
\]

(2)

---

5 Similar as assumption 2, it is also reasonable to assume agents know the worst solution for themselves on a given negotiation space.
\[ y_i = U_2^{-1}(t) \] (3)

Then if it is the turn of an agent to make a proposal, she can make the proposal characterized by this point. If an agent is a responder, she can compare the proposal from her opponent or the Pareto-optimal offer with this point and make the decision whether to accept/reject it. Because in our model agents are only faced with a single line in each period, we say it is not hard for computational agents to find out such points as in equation 2 and 3 on a line. As a result, this heuristic method is tractable.

**Heuristic 2: fixed-distance conceding**

In this heuristic method, an agent first divides the value range of her most important issue into several sub-ranges (the number of the sub-ranges can depend on the negotiation deadline). For instance, in Figure 6, agent \( N1 \) applies this heuristic and divides the salary range \([1000, 3000]\) into 5 sub-ranges with the division lines “\( l_0 \)” to “\( l_4 \)”. Then an agent makes proposals and decisions by the following strategies:

- **Proposal strategy:** At each turn, an agent proposes the point that is on the intersection between the current negotiation base line and a division line of the sub-ranges. For instance, “\( x \)”, “\( m \)” and “\( r \)” in Figure 6 might be the proposals agent \( N1 \) will make. For convenience of explanation, we say “\( x \)” belongs to sub-range1, “\( m \)” is in sub-range2, and “\( r \)” is in sub-range3.

- **Decision strategy on a proposal (a reference point):** At each turn, an agent compares the current proposal with the sub-range in which she will make the proposal in the next period. If the current proposal is in that sub-range, then the agent accepts this proposal and works with the mediator and her opponent to find the corresponding Pareto-optimal point. Otherwise, she rejects it. For example, \( N2 \) makes a proposal of the reference point “\( p \)” to \( N1 \), which is in sub-range4. But because the next proposal \( N1 \) will make is on the division line “\( l_2 \)” that is in sub-range3, \( N1 \) rejects this proposal (see Figure 6).

- **Decision strategy on a Pareto-optimal solution:** At each turn, an agent compares the Pareto-optimal solution with the proposal she will make in the next period. If the Pareto-optimal solution is better than her next proposal, the agent accepts this solution. Otherwise, she rejects it. For instance, we assume \( N2 \) makes a proposal “\( q \)”
rather than “p” in the above example. Thus, N1 now accepts this proposal “q”, and works with N2 and the mediator to find out a Pareto-optimal solution. Assume it is “s”. But for N1, “s” is worse than “r”, the next proposal N1 will make. As a result, N1 rejects this Pareto-optimal solution (see Figure 6).

Heuristic 3: fixed-preference conceding

Similar as heuristic 2, agents also can define the divisions on the first negotiation base line by their preference (the number of division may depend on the negotiation deadline), and then agents concede by these divisions in the negotiation. For example, in Figure 7, agent N1, by her preference, divides the first negotiation base line “L1” into 5 equal segments with the division points “d0” to “d4”.6 Then the agent can make proposals and decisions by the following strategies:

By equal division, we mean, for example, if N1 can tell she prefers “x” (the global optimal point) 5 times to “y” (we assume it is the global worst point for N1), then she prefers “x (d0)” 1 time to “d1”, 2 times to “d2”, 3 times to “d3” and 4 times to “d4”. In application, of course agents also can apply unequal segment division.

---

6 By equal division, we mean, for example, if N1 can tell she prefers “x” (the global optimal point) 5 times to “y” (we assume it is the global worst point for N1), then she prefers “x (d0)” 1 time to “d1”, 2 times to “d2”, 3 times to “d3” and 4 times to “d4”. In application, of course agents also can apply unequal segment division.
• Proposal strategy: At each turn, an agent proposes the point on the current negotiation base line, which has the same preference as the corresponding division point on the first negotiation base line. For instance, in Figure 7, the first time, $N1$ makes the proposal “$x (d_0)$” on negotiation base line “$L_1$”. In $N1$’s second turn, if the negotiation base line is still “$L_1$”, then $N1$ makes the proposal “$d_1$”; else if the negotiation base line is “$L_2$”, then $N1$ tries to find out the point on “$L_2$” which has equal preference as “$d_1$” (i.e. “$m$” in the figure), and proposes it to $N2$. Similarly, “$r$” might be $N1$’s third proposal on negotiation base line “$L_3$”, which has equal preference as “$d_3$”.

• Decision strategy on a proposal (a reference point): Here, we assume “$d_i$” is division point based on which the decision agent will make her alternate proposal if she rejects the current proposal now. The decision agent compares the current proposal with “$d_{i+1}$”. If the proposal is better than “$d_{i+1}$”, she accepts it; otherwise, she rejects it and then makes an alternate proposal based on “$d_i$”. For example, “$p$” is the proposal $N2$ made to $N1$, but for $N1$ it is worse than “$d_{3(=2+1)}$” (assume “$d_2$” is the division point based on which $N1$ will make an alternate proposal if she rejects “$p$”), so $N1$ rejects “$p$” (see Figure 7).

• Decision strategy on a Pareto-optimal solution: At each turn, an agent compares the Pareto-optimal solution with the division point based on which she will make an alternate proposal if she rejects this solution now. If the Pareto-optimal solution is better than that division point, an agent accepts this solution. Otherwise, she rejects it. For instance, we assume $N2$ makes a proposal “$q$” rather than “$p$” in the above example. Thus, $N1$ now accepts this proposal “$q$”, and works with $N2$ and the mediator to find out a Pareto-optimal solution. Assume it is “$s$”. But for $N1$, “$s$” is worse than “$d_3$”, so $N1$ rejects this Pareto-optimal solution and makes an alternate proposal “$r$” on “$L_3$” (see Figure 7).

---

7 Here, we propose that agents compare the proposal with “$d_{i+1}$” rather than “$d_i$” to make decision. The justification is that by doing so agents may reach agreement earlier than by the method of comparing the proposal with “$d_i$”. We know the Pareto-optimal solution can be much better than the corresponding reference point. So when the opponent’s proposal is better than “$d_{i+1}$”, there might already exist a chance to reach agreement.
2.5 The mediator’s problem

For the mediator’s problem, we apply the idea of Ehtamo’s constraint proposal method to find Pareto-optimal solutions [15] [16]. So, the procedure in each turn to find out a Pareto-optimal solution can be described as following:

Step 1. The mediator chooses a constraint (a line or a plane) going through the reference point and announces it to agents.

Step 2. Agents choose their most preferred points under the constraint and feed back to mediator.

Step 3. If the two points coincide or are very close, a Pareto-optimal solution is found. The procedure terminates. Else, the procedure goes back to Step 1.

The mechanism to choose constraints can be fixed point iteration, Newton’s iteration or quasi-Newton’s iteration discussed in [15].
3 Conclusions and future work

In this report, we presented a formal model for multi-attribute negotiations, which includes the modeling context, negotiation protocol, negotiation algorithm, negotiation strategies and the mediator’s mechanism. We say our model has the following properties:

First, we model the multi-attribute negotiations under a context that is closest to real-world applications.

Second, the assumptions of our model are reasonable and flexible.

Third, our model is tractable and effective. We say autonomous computer agents have enough computation capacity to deal with the negotiation algorithm and strategies that we introduced above. Our model is also effective. The model appropriately decomposes the original multi-attribute negotiation on the whole $n$-dimensional space to a multi-attribute negotiation on single-dimensional lines (the negotiation base lines). This can decrease the load of computation and reasoning. What’s more, in our model, agents can reject reference points so that it is not necessary to compute iterations in every period. Moreover, we propose a method for updating the negotiation base line. This method can make the negotiation base line converge to the Pareto-frontier such that it can make the negotiation more effective and improve the procedure to reach a Pareto-optimal point.

Fourth, the negotiation agreement if reached based on our model is Pareto-efficient.

Fifth, our model sufficiently considers agents’ rationality. In our model agents make proposals or acceptance decisions based on their own negotiation strategies. Hence, our model is decentralized.

However, the efficiency and practical properties still need to be verified by simulations. The framework developed in this report lays out the foundation for our work in the next stage to analyze the model and provide an integrative solution for the negotiation decision problem in the Navy detailing problem. Another issue that might need to be researched more is the mediator’s problem, which is also an important part in our model.

In this report, we apply Ehtamo’s method directly to maintain Pareto-efficiency. However, we know the method might not be always applicable in different situations. Thus, we still need to analyze it and may make further improvements. Moreover, Ehtamo’s model assumes the presence of an unbiased mediator. However, this
assumption may not hold in many realistic situations. Therefore, in future work, we may extend our model to one in which a mediator is not unbiased or eliminate the mediator altogether.
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